
Fun, family-friendly Shakespeare returns to the
picturesque gardens of St Peter’s.

A marvellously silly show of misdirections, missed connections and mixed up sons.

The Company is assembled and ready to start, but where is the set and the rest of
the cast? Join C Theatre in the 17th century as they tackle twists, turns and twins
with rather fewer actors than they should have. Cue hilarious doubling,
improvised props and bags of gusto, after all, the show must go on!

Bring a picnic and relax on the lawn whilst our professional cast  masterfully serve
Shakespeare’s lyrical laments and vivid verses in this high-octane farce. This year’s
production will be accessible to all ages and backgrounds and requires no prior
Shakespeare knowledge.

Kate Stephenson will be in the director’s chair for this production. A veteran of
the Edinburgh Fringe, this will be her tenth year at the festival, where she has
directed shows including A Gallant Life, Alice in Wonderland, For the School
Colours: The Life and Works of Angela Brazil and The Owl and the Pussycat. She
has a fondness for outdoor Shakespeare, even in torrential rain, and has
previously directed touring productions of A Midsummer Nights’ Dream, Love’s
Labour’s Lost and The Tempest.

Acclaim for previous productions of Shakespeare in the Garden:

‘Capturing the emotional heart’★★★★ List

‘A joy to watch’★★★★ ThreeWeeks

‘This is an intimate, slick production and a very nice portrayal of some of the Bard’s
best work’ BroadwayBaby.com
‘Must see show’ Fringe Review

Notes to Editors:
C theatre is the in-house producing company of C venues at the Edinburgh
Festival Fringe, and produces new and classic drama as well as its own children’s theatre
programme, popular at the Edinburgh Festival and on tour
both internationally and in the UK. Shakespeare in the Garden is one of seven shows
produced or co-produced by C theatre this Festival.

www.ctheatre.com
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ten word blurb
Family-friendly production full of sparkling wit, chaos and confusion!

twenty word blurb
A family-friendly production full of sparkling wit, chaos and confusion.
Outdoor Shakespeare at its best. ‘Must see’ (FringeReview.co.uk).

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Double the twins and double the fun! A family-friendly production full of
sparkling wit, chaos and confusion. Outdoor Shakespeare at its best. ‘Joy to
watch’ **** (ThreeWeeks), ‘Must see’ (FringeReview.co.uk).
www.Ctheatre.com
fringe web blurb
Enjoy alfresco Shakespeare in the C south gardens. Slick slapstick, rampant
ridiculousness and puns aplenty in this family-friendly production full of
sparkling wit, chaos and confusion. Double the twins and double the fun!
Shakespeare in the Garden returns to Edinburgh for its sixth year running.
Outdoor Shakespeare at its best! ‘A joy to watch’ **** (ThreeWeeks).
‘Capturing the emotional heart’ **** (List). ‘Must see’ (FringeReview.co.uk).
Blankets available, outdoor clothing advised. The performance will move
indoors in the event of heavy rain.

author
author display

show website
company website

17:00
advertised start time

Listings Information
Venue               C south, St Peter's, Lutton Place, EH8 9PE, venue 58
Dates               31 Jul-26 Aug (not 13)
Time 17:00 (1hr20)
Ticket prices £8.50-£10.50 / concessions £6.50-£8.50 / under 18s £4.50-£6.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 /

www.CtheFestival.com/2019/shakespeare-in-the-garden-the-comedy-o
f-errors

Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact the C theatre press
offfice on 0131 581 5577 / admin@ctheatre.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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Fun, family-friendly Shakespeare returns to the picturesque gardens of
St Peter’s.

A marvellously silly show of misdirections, missed connections and
mixed up sons.

The Company is assembled and ready to start, but where is the set and
the rest of the cast? Join C Theatre in the 17th century as they tackle twists,
turns and twins with rather fewer actors than they should have. Cue hilarious
doubling, improvised props and bags of gusto, after all, the show must go
on!

Bring a picnic and relax on the lawn whilst our professional cast
masterfully serve Shakespeare’s lyrical laments and vivid verses in this
high-octane farce. This year’s production will be accessible to all ages
and backgrounds and requires no prior Shakespeare knowledge.

Kate Stephenson will be in the director’s chair for this production. A veteran of the Edinburgh
Fringe, this will be her tenth year at the festival, where she has directed shows including A
Gallant Life, Alice in Wonderland, For the School Colours: The Life and Works of Angela Brazil
and The Owl and the Pussycat. She has a fondness for outdoor Shakespeare, even in torrential
rain, and has previously directed touring productions of A Midsummer Nights’ Dream, Love’s
Labour’s Lost and The Tempest.

C theatre is the in-house producing company of C venues at the Edinburgh
Festival Fringe, and produces new and classic drama as well as its own children’s theatre
programme, popular at the Edinburgh Festival and on tour
both internationally and in the UK.
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Fun and fanciful: family-friendly Shakespeare returns to
the picturesque gardens of St Peter’s.

Delightful fun for all the family, A Comedy of Errors graces the St Peter’s garden.

The curtain’s starting to rise and there’s not a set or an actor in sight!
A marvellously zig-zagging show of misdirections, missed connections and mixed
up sons, this high-octane farce is revitalising the 17th century. Sit amongst the
fairy light stage and be moved by melodies, this is a perfect place for a picnic. A
show that encourages a causal liaison and lounging, an ideal way to soak up the
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- Shakespeare in the Garden: The Comedy of Errors
directed by Kate Stephenson

Fun and Fanciful: Family Friendly Shakespeare Returns to XX Garden.

Delightful fun for all the family, this year C-Venues presents one of
Shakespeare’s most beloved works: A Comedy of Errors. A zig zagging
show of misdirections and missed connections, imperfections and indirect
sons, this farce of misfortune is a blast of twist and turns!

Hilarious and heartwarming, the C-Venues production is always charming.
As Patricia-ann Young of ThreeWeeksInEdinburgh writes, Shakespeare in
the Garden is a “breath of folky new life” as it brings melodic musings to the
garden stage.

Indulge in the lovely Edinburgh evenings with a picnic amongst the fairy
lights. Pull out a rug, some biccies and watch the show start and the sun
set. Masters of the Shakespeare’s tongue, the stunning C-venue cast will
make you “laugh yourself silly” as they serve Shakespeare’s cheeky
language. Let the garden, the lights and lyrical laments lure you away from
the busy business of the city.

More than a relaxing day in the sun, this a show for anyone who enjoys a bit
of Shakespeare in the summer.

What happens when part of your cast and all your set goes missing
right before curtain up? Regardless, the show must go on! Join C
Theatre in the seventeenth century as they tackle twists, turns and
twins with hilarious doubling, improvised props and bags of gusto. A
high-energy show full of misdirections and missed connections;
imperfections and indirect sons. C Theatre combines live music, a
traditional setting and some very silly farce to create a delightfully fun
show for all the family.

Kate Stephenson will be in the director’s chair for this production. A
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